
Week 7
Code-Switching



Definition of Code-Switching 
● Code refers to the particular dialect or language one chooses to use on any 

given occasion. 

● Code-switching describes any switch among languages or dialects in the 
course of a conversation, whether at the level of words, sentences, or blocks 
of speech. These switches are motivated by personal or social conditions of 
the communication (Baker & Jones, 1998). 

● Styleshifting refers to how a speaker moves in and out of linguistic styles, 
between varieties of the same language (Alim and Smitherman, 2012).



New Zealand 
The participants are in a meeting. 



Norway 
Jan and Peter are neighbors. Bokmal is the

Official language whereas ranamal is the 
dialect. 



What type of code-switching will happen in the 
following scenario?



Proverbs and colloquial expressions



Code-Switching to show authority
In Oberwart, German is the language of the school and official situations, but in 
families, Hungarian is the usual language of the home.



In Samoa, English and Samoan are official languages. 



Key and Peele - Styleshifting 
http://www.cc.com/video-clips/qvrhhj/key-and-peele-phone-call



Alim and Smitherman (2012) 
1. What kind of data were collected and analyzed?
2. What are examples showing that Obama is a “master code-mixer”?
3. Below are the some of the keywords in the book chapter. What do they 

mean?
a. Signifying
b. Copula absence
c. Code-switching and styleshifting



“Nah we straight” - Ben’s Chili Bowl
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=30-lYueJivk

0:18

What are features of “Black Language” in this extract? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=30-lYueJivk


Nah we straight

Instead of “no,” he uses 
“nah” 

The copula (i.e., ‘be’ 
verb) is missing. 

“Straight” → commonly used to 
mean “okay,” “fine”, or “alright” 
among youth.



Copula Absence  (Bailey, 1987) 
- Dropping “be” (i.e., is/am/are/was/were)

Noun Phrase< Location < Adjective < Verb-ing < gonna

____ Noun Phrase ___Locative ___ Adjective ___ Verb+ing ___ gonna

Example He ___ a man He ___ in a 
car

She ___ mad He 
____walking

She ___ gon 
tell him

Percentage 
of absence 

12% 15% 27% 71% 100%



Sharma and Rickford (2009)



Signifying (and Talking Trash) 
(Gates, 1988; Mitchell-Kernan, 1972) 

● Wordplay; a double-voiced message
● A way of encoding messages or meanings which involves, in 

most cases, indirection.
● It is a folk notion that dictionary entries for words are not always 

sufficient for interpreting meanings or messages, or that 
meaning goes beyond such interpretations. 

● Interlocutors need to look for context for meaning. 
● What the youth culture called “Subbing”



P. Diddy interviewing Obama
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ne_87Kw35pE

7:00

What are examples of “signifying” and where does the switch of style begin?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ne_87Kw35pE


Obama speaking in Sumter, South Carolina
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gh69Zi2rV-U

1:30

Once again, how does Obama adopt his speaking style, and for what purpose?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gh69Zi2rV-U


Preacher-like Speech / Call and Response

“Like a coded verbal game of  
catch, Barack threw it out, the 
Black audience caught it, and 
then threw it back for him to 
catch. It wasn’t that White 
audience members didn’t 
approve of what was being said; 
it was that they were simply 
unable to play the game.” (p. 20)


